Favre gets 20 years in jail

Former Poly student convicted on 7 counts of child molestation

By William Douglass

A former Cal Poly graduate student was sentenced today to 20 years in prison for seven counts of child molestation.

Peter Joseph Favre was convicted in July of molesting his four-year-old stepdaughter in 1985 at their Cayucos home. Favre was convicted on five counts of lewd and lascivious acts with a child under 14, one count of oral copulation and one count of sodomy.

Favre was a counseling student in Cal Poly's education department in 1985, the time of his arrest.

The trial originally was set to begin in 1986, but Favre jumped bail and fled the country one day before the trial was to begin.

He was traced down by District Attorney investigator Chris Rogers in April 1990 in the Netherlands. Favre was extradited in

See FAVRE, page 4

Candidate: Director must be aggressive

By Dan Shargel

Cal Poly interviewed one of its own faculty members Thursday and Friday to determine the new position of affirmative action director.

Four previous candidates had traveled from diverse places as Missouri, New Jersey, Oregon and North Dakota, but political science lecturer and Student Academic Services advisor Jorge Aguiniga had only to walk from where he usually eats his lunch to the open forum Thursday in the Student Dining Room.

Aguiniga, who has been at Cal Poly since January, said at the forum that the university's affirmative action program needs to make recruitment of staff and faculty an aggressive process.

"I think it's absolutely essential that the affirmative action director be intrusive, active and aggressive," he said.

Aguiniga said networking with institutions, associations and business groups that deal with or produce possible applicants was one way Cal Poly could aggressively pursue qualified applicants and expand the applicant pool.

"I see the affirmative action office at becoming really a resource of potential applicants so that when a vacancy occurs, that often ought to be armed already with a number of potential candidates.

"In terms of attracting faculty, we have to become more creative in our offers," Aguiniga said.

A commitment to affirmative action requires a commitment of financial resources, he said. "You cannot be successful by just committing yourself on paper. You've got to put resources behind it to make it work."

He said affirmative action will need more financial support so that it can make competitive offers to potential faculty, as well as fund training programs. "If we can't expand the base of funds that are available," he said, "you've got to put resources behind it to make it work."

The team also won many individual awards. Mark Gallagher, a political science junior, won the top individual award, and was a finalist in varsity impromptu speaking. Speech communication senior Marty Collins and political science senior Teresa Huffman, won the second and fourth place varsity individual debate speaker awards, respectively.

"We are very proud of their continued excellence," Shea said.

Friesen said that the novice members do just as well as the varsity members in tournaments. The fact that the novice members perform as well as they do "shows the strength of the program," he said. "If you have a good program behind you, it's easier.

Also said that schools from Southern California give them the toughest competition because they have bigger programs with more money and they can compete more often.

Explained this month the team went to Fresno State for the Rainier Invitational Speech and Debate Tournament and to Cal Poly Pomona for the D.L. Miller Speech and Debate Tournament.

At Pomona, the novice team of Wendy Whitsor and Scott Sharp, both speech communication seniors, maintained a perfect 6-0 record in the preliminary rounds and won two elimination rounds, before being defeated by Riverside College in the semi-final round.

Sharp also placed fifth out of 60 in the novice debate speaker award competition. Thirty-eight schools representing four states attended the competition at Pomona.

At Fresno State, the team of speech communication junior Erin Molina and business sophomore Rex Smith placed third in the junior varsity division of cross-examination debate. Friesen and Gallagher took fourth place in the varsity debate division. Gallagher also placed fourth in the individual debate speaker award. Sweet placed fifth in the varsity division of dramatic interpretation.

Competitors at all three events debated the fall 1990 Cross Examination Debate Association topic: "Resolved that government censorship of the press should be enforced in this country for national security reasons."

See DEBATE, page 4

Drumming away...


Opinion:

Still lost after all these years? We are, so the editorial staff argues for more campus directories.
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In sports:

The 11th-ranked Cal Poly football team beat Southern Utah State 42-21 at Saturday's homecoming game.
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Today's weather...

Sunny after patchy morning fog.

High: 78 degrees Low: 45 degrees

n.w. winds 15 mph

4 ft. seas, 9 ft. n.w. swells
Bush's hypocrisy evident in actions

By Arnett Smithson

At first glance, our president's recent actions in the Middle East seem justifiable. Iraq's invasion of Kuwait was reprehensible. The world community had long been warning that the invasion of Kuwait was imminent. The Bush administration's Outrage at Hussein's actions is legitimate, but we must ask ourselves what the Bush administration's case is it principles.

The invasion is a massive war with impunity. We've invaded Panama without a single vote of the Security Council. The Contras in Nicaragua and sponsored coups throughout the world. War is in the business of the United States. Most people forget or never knew that during the Reagan/Bush administration, Iraq's primary trading partner was the United States (the Soviet Union was second).

American arms dealers had a thriving business in Iraq. Many of the weapons which the Iraqis will use on our soldiers came to Hussein's government with the blessing of the Bush administration. Some of the chemicals which the Iraqi weapons experts are using to create their chemical weapons were generously provided by the U.S. petrochemical companies. As late as April 1990, the Bush administration was arguing that we should not stop trading with Iraq mainly because of Iraq's gross human rights violations. In other words, we should overlook Hussein's use of gas on his own population and his systematic uses of torture and murder against dissidents as long as they didn't kill a buck from trade with Iraq.

This is the new Bush, an American who so cynically supported and armed brutal governments. The United States has armed and supported the brutal military governments in El Salvador, Guatemala, Kenya and Indonesia to name only a few.

Then, of course, is Panama. When Bush was the head of the CIA, the agency began paying Manuel Noriega over $2,000 a month. These payments continued during the Reagan years despite the widespread in the media of Noriega's involvement in cocaine smuggling and drug trafficking and human rights violations in Panama.

Only when Noriega thumbed his nose at the United States by refusing to allow the Contras to train in Panama did the administration relocate its consulate and condemn Noriega's drug trafficking and human rights violations. We used this as an excuse to invade Panama and set up our own government.

Saddam Hussein, like Noriega, has now stepped on the Bush administration's toes by threatening our oil supply. It is for this reason that our armed forces are now facing the threat of U.S.- and Soviet-made weapons and nerve gas in the Middle East. Bush has stated that he has three objectives in the Middle East: 1) to protect Saudi oil; 2) to get Iraq out of Kuwait; 3) to get Saddam Hussein. He made these statements on the day the Arab nations met to try to resolve the situation peacefully. As soon as he heard Bush's third objective, I knew that there was no possible hope for a peaceful resolution of the situation. I believe that most likely Americans in Iraq would be used as hostages on this irresponsible threat had been made. Was Bush's statement merely a mindless blunder by the former CIA chief or is something more sinister going on here?

It is not unusual to open your class schedule, look at the location of a class and wonder where building 17 is located. It is also not unusual to be walking around campus and have a visitor stop you and ask you where the library is located. The core of Cal Poly's campus is approximately 170 acres, and there are only a couple of campus directories. It seems only practical that Cal Poly should have a few campus directories to help both visitors and students find their destinations with ease. Even Madonna Plaza has a directory at every major entrance.

Everyone recalls their first day of school as a freshman — it was confusing and frustrating. It was tiring trying to figure out between your class schedule and the map on the back of your CAPTURE schedule in an attempt to find orientation of your next class.

Student directories would have been a great asset to you at that time and chances are, they would be in your possession. Even the seasoned student, staff or faculty member experiences the frustration of being lost when new buildings are constructed or when old offices are relocated.

Cal Poly, with 6,000 acres, is the largest campus in the California State University system. The distance alone from the U.P. Plaza to the ornamental horticulture unit is a good mile.

The construction of the Visitor's Booth located at the Grand Ave. entrance of campus is not enough. The booth is helpful for parking information and general campus direction for the visitor. It is not, however, helpful to visitors once they are knee-deep in the unfeasibility of finding their way from Poly to Cranillard Gym.

Before funds were spent on the visitors booth, basic campus directories should have been installed for everyone's use. Perhaps the project could be assumed by an architecture student as a senior project.

The directory should not have to be a complex, computerized system. It needs to be a basic map that would list and label all of the buildings and tell viewers where they are presently located.

The directories should include handicapped ramps and elevators for the benefit of all students and visitors.

Campus directories first should be built in the U.U. Plaza and on Dexter lawn. From there they can be placed in any busy area.

Cal Poly is a large campus with a great number of visitors and students. Administrators should take the basic steps to make this campus user friendly.

Letters

Letters to the editor should be typed and no longer than 300 words. They should include the author's name, phone number and major. Letters may be edited for length, clarity and accuracy. All letters should be submitted to Graphic Arts Room 226.
$$iAT$$ CLOTHING

Georgia flocked to the polls Sunday for the southern Soviet republic's Supreme Soviet legislature. The study published in Sunday's editions also found that the black homicide rate for Milwaukee was 24 times the rate for Indianapolis, which has roughly the same number of black residents. Other findings include:

- Big cities with black populations larger than Milwaukee's — Chicago, Los Angeles and Philadelphia — all had lower black homicide rates.
- In many of the cities, blacks comprise a disproportionate percentage of homicide victims when compared with the population as a whole. In Milwaukee, blacks comprised 27 percent of the population but 72 percent of all homicide victims.

The newspaper's study analyzed the number of black homicide victims through September from police departments in 18 of the 20 American cities with the largest projected populations of blacks. Figures were unavailable for Detroit and New York City.

Although the black populations of Milwaukee's Indianapolis are about the same size, the two cities differ significantly in homicide statistics, the study indicated. Eighty-seven of the 121 Milwaukee homicide victims through September were black. The number of black homicide victims in Indianapolis was 34, about 40 percent of Milwaukee's total.

Experts said Milwaukee's greater homicide problem may be blamed on its higher black unemployment rates, housing segregation and increasing use of illegal drugs, with the accompanying violence.

Indianapolis, on the other hand, is described as a place where blacks feel more like full participants in both the social and economic mainstreams.

Do's and Don'ts for taking care of acne troubles

A person usually has more than one type of acne lesion. Whatever the type, number, size and location of your lesions, the following do's and don'ts should help.

DON'TS
1. Don't pick or squeeze. This drives oils deeper into the skin causing longer lasting pimples.
2. Don't scrub. You can't scrub acne away.
3. Don't over-use medications. This will over-dry your skin.
4. Don't use creams, lotions, moisturizers, greasy "van­" products, oily hair treatments or oil-base makeups.
5. Don't live on pizza and cakes alone. Avoid food that aggravates your skin.

DO'S
1. Apply warm water compresses with a damp cloth to pimples that are bothering you. Apply for 20 minutes, if possible, several times a day.
2. This relieves the pain and helps bring lesions to the surface.
3. Avoid foods that aggravate your skin.

WED., OCT. 31st
1. Warm Footbath
2. Jacuzzi, Sauna, And More!

Calendar Girl's 11th Annual HALLOWEEN SALE!

SALE ENDS
EXPIRES Wed., Oct. 31st
Look your best with Low and High Impact Aerobics, Cardiofunk, Body Sculpting, Brand New Weight Room. Jacuzzi, Sauna, And More!

Choose from: LOW IMPACT, HIGH IMPACT, CARDIOFUNK, BODY SCULPTING

2. Wash where and when your face feels dirty. Wash gently.
3. Allow time for your skin to

Remember: Take care of your skin. See HEALTH, page 4
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Exceptional Technology.

Schlumberger is a services company noted for recruiting the brightest engineering and scientific minds from all over the world. We are a place for self-starters in virtually every field, worldwide.

Schlumberger Industries, Schlumberger Technologies and Schlumberger Oilfield Services are equal opportunity employers.
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Sullivan said he objected to the severity of the sentence, and said he would file an appeal.

— Superior Court intern Kim Jarrard contributed to this report.

From page 3

The choice of treatment depends on the type of pimples. If you feel that your acne is not mild, or if you are developing scars, seek medical attention soon. Some acne treatments may be

Health

From page 1

The team will attend one more competition this fall at Sacramento State in November, and they will travel almost every weekend from January through the end of the season in April, Shea said.

She said that the number of awards the team won in the past few tournaments is not unusual. "We have an excellent team every year."
Mustangs quicker than Thunderbirds, 42-21

By Adrian Hodson

Congratulations, and get ready for Northridge.

That's what Cal Poly football Head Coach Larry Steurich told his team Saturday at Mustang Stadium after a 42-21 homecoming victory over the Southern Utah State Thunderbirds in a Western Football Conference contest.

The win left the Mustangs 7-1 overall, 3-1 in the WFC and most importantly, shot at the division title. Southern Utah fell to 5-4 and 2-2.

The WFC crown will be decided Saturday when Poly meets the Cal State Northridge Matadors in Northridge.

"That's what coach (Steurich) talked about," Bill Dutton, the Mustangs' defensive coordinator, said after the victory at Mustang Stadium. "He congratulated them on their good play today. But now the championship is on the line. Everything we have been building all for, and all this is on one game."

So tough in fact that the Thunderbirds racked up 210 rushing yards against the No. 1 rushing defense in the nation.

A bulk of that came on Southern Utah's first play on Saturday night.

Fullback Scott Firestone went straight up the middle, fought off a would-be tackler at the line and scored a touchdown. The Mustangs got it together."

Jeffrey followed with 16. Morgan Myers' block at the net gave the Matadors the ball. Northridge got its second possession. Jeffrey reeled in the fifth game when we were winners of five matches and we played some really good volleyball," Head Coach Craig Cummings had said.

"We got tentative," Cummings said. "We got tentative again... We got tentative from talking with them, that was definitely the thing that hurt us.

The score was stuck at 11-10 while each team had several side outs but were unable to get any points. After a kill by Northridge's Marianne Dixon, the score was tied at 11-11. Poly got a side out, but a service error gave the Matadors the ball.

"We got tentative," Cummings said. "That was it. It was like (the team said) Well, I am not looking for (and talking from them), that was definitely the thing that hurt us."

The Mustangs tied up the score at 12-12 after a net violation by the Matadors. Cal Poly handled the ball well and controlled the plays in the next few minutes. A mishandled ball by Northridge gave Poly the lead.

After a Matadors' timeout, Mustang middle blocker Sonia Van Winden pumped a kill to win the set. "They (Northridge) didn't even get rattled in the fifth game when we came back and got a couple of digs and they started to make the plays they needed."
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After a quick kill from Jeffrey, the ball was out, the Matadors led 14-11. Northridge got a second wind and won the match after a kill went out of bounds off a Jill Myers block at the net.
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The LOWEST auto insurance rates on the Central Coast specially designed for College Students.

"Don't pay more than you have to." Call Now for a FREE QUOTE and find out about our College Student Program.

ARNOLDUSSEN & ASSOCIATES INSURANCE SERVICES
489-3000 MERCURY CASUALTY COMPANY

WEAR A HALLOWEEN COSTUME WHEN YOU PURCHASE SOMETHING AT JULIAN'S AND YOU'LL GET A FREE TREAT (OR MAYBE A TRICK) WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31ST

"I lost 80 lbs. with Nutri/System. I looked so good, 15 of my friends signed up."

They say actions speak louder than words. That's certainly true in my case. Before I started Nutri/System, all I could think about was food. When I signed up, I felt good about that. I also feel good about the fact that I've been able to keep the weight off for over a year now. My friends can't wait to try it as well as I do.

"We got there (five games) by playing aggressive volleyball," Cummings said. "As far as the whole match is concerned, it's basically just two teams going at it toe-to-toe and you get more of your margin of error than the Douglas-Holyfield fight."

"We've done well in achieving our goals, we've come in near 20 seconds apart. What's coming up." Mark said the secret to the success of the Mustangs is their ability to work with each other and work as a team. "We've run it before so the girls think it shows." Mark said the team goal is to win the first mile to prepare for what's coming up.

"If I were to highlight anyone it would have to be Sydney Thaxter," Johnson said. "She ran an excellent race and really deserved the recognition she received for it." Second place runner Ananda Marks said the secret to the success of the Mustangs is their communication out on the course.

"We talk a lot out there for team support," Marks said. "It was really hot out there (in Pomona), and we wanted to help each other and work as a team. Since there wasn't a lot of competition we wanted to run hard the first mile to prepare for what's coming up."

"Our focus this meet was to close the gap between Scott — our first man — and our second fifth man," Henderson said. "We can still make it tighter. But that is a massive improvement for us and one that will make a significant difference in the last two meets (regionals and nationals)."

"I looked so good, 10 of my friends signed up." When my friends at work saw how I looked good about our College Student Program.
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Southern Utah's offense, except for its one outburst, was kept silent. Their longest drive of the game - a 13-play, 54-yard series - went for a touchdown as kicker Rick Caldwaller's 40-yard field goal attempt missed to the left. Now, the Mustangs must get ready for the game of the season, Dutton said.

"It's like you finished the job, and now you're on to a new, fresh job," Dutton said. "More than any other game to date, we covered the big victory over Santa Clara at their field. We savored the big victory over the Mustangs also cashed in on to a new, fresh attempt missed to the left. Three touchdowns later, Poly had opened up its lead to 62-7.

The Mustangs set down after the early interception to complete only 15 of 21 first-half passes for 253 yards and two touchdowns. The junior's total of 309 passing yards established a school record for most yards gained in a game - a 13-play, 54-yard series - went for a touchdown as kicker Rick Caldwaller's 40-yard field goal attempt missed to the left. Now, the Mustangs must get ready for the game of the season, Dutton said.

"It's like you finished the job, and now you're on to a new, fresh job," Dutton said. "More than any other game to date, we covered the big victory over Santa Clara at their field. We savored the big victory over the Mustangs also cashed in on to a new, fresh attempt missed to the left. Three touchdowns later, Poly had opened up its lead to 62-7.
Aguiniga has a bachelor's degree in political science from UCLA and received a doctorate from Yale law school in 1976. Between 1976 and 1989, he worked for Mexican Airlines in Los Angeles as head of the legal and labor relations department. He was also labor manager for the organizing office in the United States, Canada and Japan, where he was in charge of grievance resolution, union negotiations, related labor litigation and affirmative action. He currently is the student academic services adviser for the School of Liberal Arts at Cal Poly.

For the first time in this series of interviews, a student was present at the open forum who was not related to any of the councils involved in the interview process or AIE.

"I just want to be an informed student," the engineering technology air conditioning senior, who wishes to remain unnamed, said Thursday. He said all students should be interested in affirmative action, and that he was impressed with Aguiniga’s credentials.

Antonio Garcia, the regional director for Mathematics, Engineering and Science Achievement (MESA) at the University of California at Berkeley, will be on campus Wednesday and Thursday as the last scheduled speaker. Garcia will be an open forum for Garcia at 2 p.m. Wednesday in Staff Dining Room B.
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AGUINIGA

From page 1 available, we may have to take them from somewhere else."

Aguiniga said that from his experiences at Yale and UCLA, he’s learned that often in universities "There’s more discretion money around than people-disclose."

Aguiniga diagnosed Cal Poly’s current affirmative action program. "It's pretty clear to me from the statistics of the university that there is a clear and obvious manifest imbalance in the representation of the minorities and women on campus," Aguiniga said. "One of the things we need to do is look closely to see why that has happened, where the system has broken down, and what we can do about it."

Aguiniga said he saw a number of programs in place at Cal Poly which promoted affirmative action but were ineffective. "You have the affirmative action facilitators and you have the Equal Opportunity Advisory Council, yet the numbers don’t reflect all that effort and all the people. That suggests to me that the system has broken down at some point."

He said the retention of faculty and staff also would be one of his concerns as director. "We go to a lot of trouble and expense to bring people on campus, and if they're leaving, then not only are we suffering a loss, but it also might be an indication of something that is happening once they get here, and we need to find out what that is."

Erasing the misconceptions some people have towards affirmative action is important, Aguiniga said. He said a common misconception is that affirmative action compromises the quality of the people hired.

"In fact, one of the characteristics of a good affirmative action program is that people are first qualified for the position before any extra points are awarded for ethnicity or underrepresentation," he said.

The belief that affirmative action compromises quality because it tries to hire more minorities and females is a masked form of racism and sexism, Aguiniga said. "It suggests that minorities and women are not capable of producing excellent work and of being accomplished scholars."

Aguiniga said those fears need to be addressed. "We need to talk to those people, and I'd like to think that many of those people can eventually be won over," he said.

FACTS ABOUT YOUR PEERS

FACT: Over 55 California students managed their own business last summer.
FACT: Their average earnings for the summer of 1990 were $10,700.
FACT: They continued to prove a decade long track record in business.
FACT: These students all managed with Student Painters and gained valuable management experience.
FACT: Most territories will be filled by November.

Call Student Painters at 1-800-426-6441

1060 OSOS ST.
541-0955
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